
flower showTHE CHEESES
purple haze
BRIGHT&FRESH - GOAT
PASTEURIZED - VEGETARIAN  RENNET - FRESH
@CYPRESSGROVERS

California’s Cypress Grove brings us the true taste of 
spring by combining the tangy flavor of fresh goat 
cheese with a bright wisp of lavender and wild fennel 
pollen—now that’s some flower power!

FLAVORFUL AND FLOWERFUL

THE PAIRINGS
wildflower honey shortbread bites
@WILLASSHORTBREAD

These treats from Willa’s Shortbread in Tennessee 
have a decadent and rich, buttery flavor that's 
perfectly balanced by the sweetness of wildflower 
honey. It’s a satisfying, melt-in-your-mouth indulgence 
with each bite.

OTHER USES
Crumble on top of your ice cream sundae

fistful of fleur de sel
@TOOHAUTECOWGIRLS

Colorado’s Too Haute Cowgirls combines the classic 
sweetness of gourmet chocolate and toffee with the 
unique touch of popcorn and delicate ‘flower of salt’ 
sea salt flakes. Each bite is a sublime balance of 
flavors and textures. 

OTHER USES
Mix with pretzels and nuts for a garden party snack

fiore sardo
SMOOTH&MELTY - SHEEP
RAW - ANIMAL RENNET - 8 MOS

This Sardinian pecorino has a crystalized texture that is 
crumbly and firm, with a rich, complex flavor profile that 
combines nutty and buttery notes with a hint of 
sweetness and smoke.

ITS NAME MEANS ‘SARDINIAN FLOWER’

f
raspberry with wild bergamot jam
@BLAKEHILLPRESERVES

Another great combo from Vermont’s Blake Hill: fruit 
and flowers. This handcrafted jam is bursting with the 
taste of juicy raspberries. The interplay of the subtle 
citrus and floral notes of wild bergamot create a 
bright harmony of flavors.

OTHER USES
Spread on top of the shortbread bites that are also in 
this box

barely buzzed
FRIENDLY&FLEXIBLE - COW
PASTEURIZED - VEGETARIAN  RENNET - 6-8 MOS
@BEEHIVECHEESE

For this standout from Beehive Cheese, they rub their 
Utah cheddar with a mixture of espresso and lavender, 
giving it a bold, sweet, and smoky character that 
perfectly complements its smooth texture.

WAKE UP YOUR TASTE BUDS
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